Data-driven Indoor Scene Modeling from a Single Color Image with Iterative Object Segmentation and Model Retrieval.
We propose a new method for modeling the indoor scene from a single image. With our system, the user only needs to drag a few bounding boxes surrounding the objects of interest. Our system then automatically finds the most similar models from the ShapeNet repository and aligns them with the corresponding objects of interest. To achieve this, each 3D model is represented as a group of view-dependent representations generated from a set of synthesized views. We iteratively conduct object segmentation and 3D model retrieval, based on the observation that good segmentation of the objects of interest can significantly improve the accuracy of model retrieval and make it robust to cluttered background and occlusion, and in turn, the retrieved models can be used to assist with segmentation. Segmentation of all objects of interest is achieved simultaneously under a unified multi-labeling framework which fully utilizes the correspondences between the objects and retrieved model images. Besides, we propose a new method to estimate the scene layout of the input image, which helps compose the resulting scene and further improves the modeling result. We verify the effectiveness of our approach through experimenting with a variety of indoor images and comparing against the relevant methods.